2021 Alabama National Fair
Money Machine Procedure
1. Anyone wishing to participate in the CONTEST, must be eligible based on the 2021
Alabama National Fair Money Machine Rules (separate page).
2. To participate in the CONTEST, text the word “MONEY” to 78000. You will be placed with
other contest members into a pool of potential contestants. Members can opt out of the
pool at any time.
3. Each day of the contest, Members will receive a text reminding them of the day’s contest
and how to participate.
4. At, or about thirty minutes before the daily contest(s), the DAILY KEYWORD will be
announced from the Coliseum Stage.
5. From the entries, a certain number of participants will receive a text notifying them that they
will be a CONTESTANT in the MONEY MACHINE.
6. All CONTESTANTS will have five minutes to check in at the stage inside the Garrett
coliseum. Failure to check in will void your eligibility and new CONTESTANTS may be
chosen.
7. At the appropriate time, CONTESTANSTS will enter the MONEY MACHINE and have 35
seconds to grab as much cash as they can.
8. All cash must be caught in air and may not be trapped against the machine or removed
from the floor or ceiling.
9. It is acceptable to put cash in pockets and clothing, however any exterior jackets or clothing
that might be used to trap the money must be removed prior to CONTEST.
10. Once the time has expired, the contest is over and the CONTESTANT will exit the MONEY
MACHINE.
11. Each CONTEST begins with $1,000 in the MONEY MACHINE. At the conclusion of the
contest, the remaining money is gathered, counted, and the remainder is deducted from the
starting amount to determine if tax forms are required.
12. It is acceptable for a CONTESTANT to name a substitute to enter the MONEY MACHINE
on their behalf. All substitutes must be 19 years or older.
13. In the event of mechanical failure, the contest is void.

